
UW TACOMA ADMISSIONS ESSAY

This is a critical part of your application, both for admission and scholarship admissions essay that captures what you
want the UW Tacoma Admissions.

Be on the lookout for too many adjectives. Content, as well as the form, spelling, grammar, and punctuation
will be considered. Admissions Footer. If appropriate, include the application question to which your
comments refer. Writing section The writing section is a required and important part of your application.
Learn more about the essays. For example, you may use this space if: You have experienced personal
hardships in attaining your education Your activities have been limited because of work or family obligations
You have experienced unusual limitations or opportunities unique to the schools you attended Additional
space You are not required to write anything in this section, but you may use this space if you need to further
explain or clarify answers you have given elsewhere in this application, or if you wish to share information
that may assist the Office of Admissions. Ask your parents, teachers and friends to read your essay and tell
you frankly what they think. Quality of writing and depth of content both contribute toward a meaningful and
relevant personal statement. Let it simmer. You are not required to identify a second area of interest, but if you
do, this information may help UW advisers assist you with academic program planning. Be specific. Sound
like yourself. Please note that a second major is not assigned to new students prior to enrollment. How to write
a great college essay Main page content Think about how many college-entry essays are read each year by
admissions counselors. We want to read how your academic and personal experience to date fits into your
academic, career and personal goals and how UW Tacoma can help you attain these goals. A clever
turn-of-phrase or metaphor is appreciated by the committee members. Your Personal Statement should reflect
the experience and maturity of someone who has already attended college. Write in as few words as possible.
Tell us a story from your life, describing an experience that either demonstrates your character or helped to
shape it. Coming back to it after an absence will allow you to read it fresh, just the way the admissions
committee will. Use active voice. This is a critical part of your application, both for admission and scholarship
consideration. Other comments optional If there is anything else you think we should know, you can include
that in the "Other Comments" section of the application. If you have written another admissions essay that
captures what you want the UW Tacoma Admissions Committee to know about, feel free to share it with us.
Proofread and revise. Personal Statements too often include sentences such as "I've always wanted to be a
Husky" or "My whole family attended the UW. We encourage you to share those aspects of your life that are
not apparent from your transcripts. The people reviewing the essays are looking for a better understanding of
you than they can get from your GPA, your SAT scores or other information on your application. Be yourself.
Additional information about yourself or your circumstances Maximum length: words You are not required to
write anything in this section, but you may include additional information here if something has particular
significance to you. They may have specific grammar or spelling corrections, or suggestions about the
direction of your story. Tell a story. Other comments optional If there is anything else you think we should
know, you can include that in the "Other Comments" section of the application.


